
 

 

 

The origins 
 
The birth of literature intertwines with many factors. Following the complex fabric of 
language and society, historical contexts and cultural models that hide behind documents, 
authors and their poetics, undoubtedly entails limits. However, also for the Friulian 
language and its literature, it is possible to follow the thread that, sometimes loose and 
sparse sometimes tight and fast-paced, intertwines to give us a multi-faceted canvas with 
features and originality of its own.  
The first Friulian literary texts date back to the mid-14th and early 15th centuries. In this 
period, also the use of the local idiom in written documents for practical use is intense. 
Alas, this literary wealth is sudden and short-lived. Friulian as an every-day or ‘chancery’ 
language is soon replaced and its presence vanishes, until it completely disappears in the 
early 16th century. Fragments are however found in more ancient documents, as a trace 
left to reveal «gocce della fiumana di parole che pronunciarono gli uomini di quel tempo» 
[drops of the flood of words spoken by the people of those times] (Cantarutti) under the 
‘guise’ of Latin. Census rolls, accounting papers, administrative notes and books of 
treasurers, are the place where Friulian can be found in writing, initially unexpectedly, 
sometimes only in names of places or of people, and later, as in the lists of confraternities, 
with short complete sentences. 
 
In the area of Cividale, where in the 14th century Padua scholars are called to lecture on 
law and where an interesting Schola notariorum flourishes, among bits of didactic activity 
we find a series of exercises involving translations from Friulian into Latin that, through 
a language which is not exactly a faithful mirror of the spoken language, give us effective 
pictures of the time and important linguistic information. 
These documents, from the first 13th century statements to the most elaborate writings 
after 1350, outline a relatively thick geography, but leave many grey areas, considering 
that this evidence is stored in the main centres where the cultural life of the Patriarchy 
developed. Cividale, the ancient Forum Iulii, seat of the Lombard Duchy, somehow holds 
the record in giving us the texts of the origin of the language. In the period of the Ghibelline 
Patriarchy (1077-1250), when the patriarchs, the feudal nobility and the warriors have 
Germanic origins, its court as well as the linguistic and literary models imported remind 
us that medieval Friuli is multilingual. In fact, besides Latin, German makes its entrance 
as a ‘literary’ or official language. Later on, with the new patriarchs who were no longer 
from beyond the Apls, the region opens up to the influences coming from the peninsula: 
Provençal, Tuscan-Venetian or 'Italianizing’. 
 
The first poems in Friulian reached us from these centuries. They are, however, isolated 
and occasional compositions that, due to their extemporariness and difficult temporal 
setting, do not allow to set a starting point for Friulian literature. As Pellegrini writes , « 
the same cultural picture, the history of literary activity, its forms and recipients, the 
frailty and dispersion of the recoverable evidence, remain in the dark». The ballad Piruç 
myo doç inculurit, written in ancient cividalese (dialect spoken in the Cividale area) with 
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its typical –o endings for the feminine words (manaço ‘minaccia’ (threat)), is ascribable 
to Antonio Porenzoni Notary Public, noted on the back of a notarial deed of 1380, is a 
learned example of courtly lyrics, and shows its features in the refined lexicon: Piruç myo 
doç inculurit, quant yo chi vyot, dut stoy ardit. Per vo mi ven tant ardiment e si furç soy di 
grant vigor ch’yo no crot fa dipartiment may del to doç lial amor per manaço ni per timor, 
çi chu vul si metto a strit. [...] [Piruç mio dolce colorito, / quando io ti vedo, tutto sto ardito. 
// Per voi mi viene tanto ardimento / e così fortemente sono di gran vigore / che io non 
credo di allontanarmi / mai dal tuo dolce leale amore / né per minaccia né per timore, / 
chiunque voglia si metta a contesa] (Traduzione di R. Pellegrini. Piruç states that there 
are several explanations for this). Typical of the Cividale area is also the amorous debate 
Biello dumnlo di valor (dumnlo, meaning ‘donna’ [woman], always with the typical –o 
ending) noted on the exercise book of Simone di Vittore da Feltre Notary Public at a later 
date (1416), and perhaps being part of a minstrelsy repertoire. Another amorous debate, 
the so-called Soneto furlan (E là four del nuestri chiamp), by an anonymous author and 
written in an unknown time period, that due to both the rather licentious topic and the 
difficulties in reading was only published in the middle of last century and had better be 
transmitted orally due to the numerous faults in the text. 


